
DATA ANALYST

The  Data Analyst at JUSPAY is  an important position JUSPAY has to offer. You will be
responsible for delivering value directly to millions of users per day and leading merchants
across industries, banks and other stakeholders  in the mobile payments space.

DA at JUSPAY will be excited to look for data to quantify problems and measure solution
improvements. Are you one of them?

WHAT YOU’LL DO

As a DA, you’ll be responsible for operational excellence and maintaining the quality of
JUSPAY products. Continual improvement is the name of the game.  You’ll be

1. Working on real project and help with reports to enable business critical decisions
from the beginning.

2. Crunching numbers day in day out by writing SQL, Python Scripts and using google
sheets to understand issues and present them right.

3. Create impactful data visualisations using tools such as Tableau that communicate the
story from the data.

4. Constantly looking for ideas to add value to the customers and our business partners
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW/HAVE:

● Data-driven decision mentality and strong analytical thinking.
● Design sense and deep empathy towards the users to improve user experience.
● Good communication skills and ability to persuade the stakeholders with logical

reasoning and data visualisations.
● An attitude to not stop until you get things done. Get your hands dirty and gain depth.
● A penchant for new learning and experiences. Open to candid feedback, learning and

change.
● A fierce commitment to excel and invest in getting better at everything you do.

WHAT YOU GET
● An unique opportunity to make a difference to millions of people from the insights you

share.
● Opportunity to think fundamentals and work in best-in-class framework solutions.
● Sharp, motivated co-workers in a fun office environment.

Interns, on good performance will be given a full time offer.

Location: Bangalore


